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with equality if and only if A has a zero row or A is diagonal.
In a recent paper [3] it was conjectured that an analogous result to (1) holds for the permanent of A. We recall that the permanent is defined by k periA) = X) Il a*W *eSk ¿-1 where the summation is over the whole symmetric group of degree k. Recent interest in the permanent function stems from its application to a variety of combinatorial problems [4] and a partly unresolved conjecture of B. L. van der Waerden [2] . In [3] it was suggested that if A is once again a positive semi-definite ¿-square Hermitian matrix then (2) peri A) ^ Ù <m i-i with equality if and only if A has a zero row or A is diagonal. We are as yet unable to prove this but the subsequent inequality (3) is a step in this direction. The first purpose of this note is to exhibit (1) as a case of the Pythagorean Theorem in a suitable symmetry class of tensors. Of course, many proofs of (1) are extant and our purpose in reproving it here is to exhibit a technique that is proving itself useful for examining a wide variety of matrix functions. We then show by a similar approach that The technique here is to regard the determinant and permanent functions as analytic expressions for inner products in suitable symmetry classes of tensors. To be explicit, let U he an re-dimensional unitary vector space with an inner product (x, y). Let U(k) be the space of fc-tensors over U; i.e., the «'-dimensional dual space of the vector space M(k) of multilinear functionals <t> of ¿-tuples of vectors from U. Certain distinguished "pure" vectors in Um are denoted by /=xi<£> • • • ®xk where XiEU and / is defined by f(<p) = 4>(xi, ■ • • , Xk) for each <f>EMw. The pure vectors span (7(i) and the conjugate bilinear functional defined on pure vectors by
is extendable to a unitary inner product on Uik). Let T and 5 be the symmetry operators of U(k) into itself defined by
where e(<r) = ± 1 according as cr is even or odd. It is well known that 7 and S are Hermitian (with respect to the inner product in (4) is diagonal.
From (6) we compute that 
